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I went to Elms College short-term training for about 10 days.  I learned many things more than 

I had imagined before going, and learned differently.  And this training changed my mindset more 

than I had imagined.  From now on, I would like to mention the advantages and disadvantages of 

the training and what has been learned and what has changed. 

First, let's talk about sightseeing for two days from arrival in Boston. 

For example, we traveled to the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, the Prudential Center, Newbury 

Street, and Quincy Market.  I think the distance between the Japanese students began to close 

during those two days. 

 I just arrived in the United States and was unfamiliar with various things. 

 Also, I was not used to listening and speaking in English, and faced unfamiliar environments such 

as cityscapes, subways, and food.  And I knew that the world was even bigger than the one I had 

imagined. 

 

 

 

Next, I will talk about what I learned at Elms University. 

 At Elms University, in addition to learning English, I went to shelters and kindergartens to learn 

what I could not usually learn. 

 First, I learned at the Maguire Center that counselors advised abused women and children and 

helped them find a place to live.  This was my first time studying in America, so I wanted to know 

the differences between Japanese and American facilities. 

The next day, I learned about Jewish Family Services and Black Issues. 

  Regarding Jewish family services, we interviewed a man who was actually protected by a facility 

and subsequently worked at the facility.  Hearing what happened in his life so far, I regretted that 

I grew up in a privileged environment and did not know very well that there was such a courageous 

life. I will continue to learn about Jews and shelters without forgetting the stories I heard this time. 



Also, I didn't understand much about the talk on Black Issues.  However, it turns out that many 

people of all ages are still aware of and working on Black Issues. 

 

 

I played with Elms students every night and sometimes learned about American culture. 

 One thing I particularly remember is the Japanese Cooking Party at Mrs. Hampton's house.  To 

be honest, I didn't expect Elms students to be interested in Japanese food and chopsticks.  But they 

were very interested in Japanese food and chopsticks and enjoyed the party.  Even if I attended an 

American culinary party, I wasn't as confident as Elms students at the time.  So, looking at it, I was 

impressed by reconfirming the goodness of Japan with Elms students. 

 

 

 

The only disadvantage was that I wasn’t able to live with and Elms student and learn from them. 

But because there were so many other benefits, I can forget about not having an Elms student as a 

roommate. 

But there were so many benefits that I forgot about the demerits. 



First, if I were in Japan, I could only learn with text and screens. By visiting the facilities, seeing 

them directly, and listening directly to them, so that I could learn more deeply. 

Second, the fear of English communication has disappeared.  I am not fluent in speaking English.  

However, the feeling of "I'm afraid of making mistakes" and "I'm afraid of the reaction when I 

couldn't communicate", which I felt when communicating, has disappeared.  I wanted to talk to 

Elms students more than I was scared.  And I came to want to convey my feelings even if I spoke a 

little wrong. 

  Third, I was able to realize the importance of nonverbal communication. 

  Instead of speaking English fluently, I tried to convey my feelings with gestures and expressions. 

  Also, shortly after I went to Elms, I was not accustomed to listening to English, so I watched the 

other person's facial expressions and gestures to understand what they said. 

  Even in such non-verbal communication, it was understood that we enjoyed each other. 

  Fourth, talking with American students around the same age and learning that they have different 

ways of thinking, made what I was worrying about seem like it was nothing. The range of my thinking 

has expanded. 

As I mentioned, this training gave me a lot more than I had imagined. I remember how fun I’m 

fulfilling it was, it feels like it could have been dream. I won't forget what I learned in this training 

and want to make use of it in the future. 

 

 


